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The circumference of a graph G is the length of a longest cycle in G. In this paper,
we shall show that, if G is a 3-connected graph embeddable in the plane, the projec-
tive plane, the torus, or the Klein bottle, then G has circumference at least (16)
_|V(G)| 0.4+1. This improves a result of Jackson and Wormald.  1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The circumference of a graph G is the length of a longest cycle in G. The
circumference of planar graphs has been studied by various people. A well-
known result of Tutte [14] states that every 4-connected planar graph is
Hamiltonian, i.e. has circumference |V(G)|. For 3-connected planar graphs,
Richmond and Wormald [11] and Bender et al. [2] showed that almost
all 3-connected planar graphs with n vertices have circumference at most cn
for some constant c<1. Barnette [1] showed that every 3-connected
planar graph with n vertices has circumference at least - log n and Clark
[5] later improved this lower bound to exp(- log n). Recently, Jackson
and Wormald [6] obtained a polynomial lower bound ;n:, where ; is
some constant and :r0.207. Our main aim in this paper is to improve this
lower bound to :=0.4 and to extend the result to 3-connected graphs
embeddable in the projective plane, the torus or the Klein bottle. Our
approach is similar to that of Jackson and Wormald; in particular, our use
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of convex programming follows Jackson and Wormald. However, we shall
use a stronger result about Tutte cycle with small components, and as a
consequence, the optimization problems involved in this paper are
considerably simpler than those in [6]. By a result of Moon and Moser
[7], the best possible constant is :=log 2log 3r0.63. Grunbaum and
Walther [9] actually conjectured that :=log 2log 3 is the right constant.
However, the current approach does not seem to be adequate for verifying
this conjecture.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Throughout this paper, we consider finite graphs with no loops or multiple
edges, and use the notation and terminology of [3], unless otherwise
stated. If H is a subgraph of a graph G and SE(G), then H+S is the
union of H with the graph induced by S. Let H be a subgraph of a graph
G. An H-bridge of G is either a single edge of G&E(H) with both ends
in H, or a component of G&V(H) together with the edges joining the
component to H (including all the end vertices, of course). For any
H-bridge B of G, the attachments of B on H are the vertices in
V(B) & V(H). A cycle T in a graph G is a Tutte cycle if every T-bridge of
G has at most three attachments (on T). A 2-separation of G is a pair
(H, K) of subgraphs such that |E(H)|2, |E(K)|2, H _ K=G and
H & K is the graph of 2 isolated vertices. A circuit graph is an ordered pair
(G, C) where G is a 2-connected planar graph and C is a facial cycle in G
such that for any 2-separation (H, K) of G, E(H) & E(C){< and E(K) &
E(C){<. (See [8] for more details about circuit graphs.) A cycle in a
planar graph is called facial if there is an embedding of the graph in the
plane such that this cycle bounds a face.
In the following, we first list some lemmas which will be needed in our
proof of the main theorem. Lemma 1 is proved by Sanders [13]; Lemma 2
is the essential tool which makes the analysis involved in this paper much
simpler than those in [6]; Lemma 3 and 4 are directly from [10] and [6].
(Although Lemma 4(b) is not stated in [6], it follows immediately from
the proof of [6, Lemma 7].)
Lemma 1. Let G be a 2-connected planar graph with a facial cycle C, and let
e # E(C) and f # E(G). Then G contains a Tutte cycle T through e and f such that
every T-bridge of G containing an edge of C has just two attachments.
Lemma 2. Let G be a 3-connected planar graph with a facial cycle C,
and let e # E(C). Then G contains a Tutte cycle T through e such that every
component of G&T contains less than |V(G)|2 vertices.
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Proof. We may assume that G is embedded in the plane so that C is the
outer cycle (bounding the infinite face). By Lemma 1, G contains a Tutte
cycle T through e such that every T-bridge of G containing an edge of C
has just two attachments. Suppose that Lemma 2 does not hold for G.
Then there is exactly one component, say D, of G&T containing at least
|V(G)|2 vertices. Let B be the T-bridge of G containing D, and let x, y and
z be the three attachments of B on T. We choose T so that |V(D)| is
minimum. Let G1 be the graph obtained from G by contracting D into a
single vertex w (deleting multiple edges if necessary) and let G2=
B+[xy, yz, zx]. Then G1 and G2 are both 3-connected and planar. In G1
we apply Lemma 1 to find a Tutte cycle T1 through e and xw. We note that
each component of G1&T1 has at most |V(G)|2&2 vertices, and we may
assume that T1 goes through the edge wy. If z # T1 , then in G2&z we apply
Lemma 1 to find a Tutte cycle T2 through xy such that every T2-bridge of
G2&z containing an edge of its outer cycle has just two attachments. Now
T1 _ T2&xy&w is a Tutte cycle in G contradicting the choice of T. Now
we assume z  T1 . If B+xy is 2-connected, then apply Lemma 1 to find a
Tutte cycle T2 in B+xy through xy and z. Since the T1 -bridge in G1
containing z has two attachments on T1&w, T1 _ T2&xy&w leads to a
contradiction to the choice of T. If B+xy is not 2-connected, then
H=B+xy&z is a 2-connected planar graph and B+xy=H+z$z for
some z$ # V(H). We apply Lemma 1 to find a Tutte cycle T2 in H through
xy and z$. Again T1 _ T2&xy&w leads to a contradiction. K
Lemma 3. Let G be a 3-connected planar graph. Let e, f be two edges on
a facial cycle and let u, v, w # V(G). Then
(a) G has a cycle through e, f, u, v;
(b) G has a cycle through e, u, v, w.
Lemma 4. Let G be a planar graph consisting of a cycle C and a set S
of vertices such that each vertex in S is joined to exactly three vertices in C.
Let e, f # E(C) such that they are on the same face and suppose |S|5.
Then
(a) G has a cycle through e, f and at least ( |S|+1)3 vertices of S;
(b) G has a cycle through e and at least ( |S|+2)3 vertices of S.
The following lemma will also be used in our analysis of the convex
programming problems in the next section.
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Lemma 5. Let #>1, 0<c1 and p be a positive integer. Then
(a)
:
p
i=1
x#i \ :
m
i=1
xi+
#
for x1x2 } } } xp0.
(b) Let l=w1cx. Then
x1=x2= } } } =xl=c, xl+1=1&lc, and xl+2= } } } =xp=0
is the unique maximum solution to the problem
maximize :
p
i=1
x#i
subject to
cx1x2 } } } xp0, :
p
i=1
xi1.
Proof. (a) For any ab>0, consider the function
f (x)=(a+x)#+(b&x)#.
Since
f $(x)=#(a+x)#&1&#(b&x)#&1>0
for 0<xb, we have
(a+x)#+(b&x)#>a#+b# for 0<xb. (1)
Therefore
(x1+x2)#x#1+x
#
2
and (a) follows from induction on p.
(b) The claim clearly holds for p=1. We use induction on p to show
that, for any feasible solution (x1 , x2 , ..., xp) other than the one described
in (b),  pi=1 x
#
i cannot be maximum. If x1=c, then (b) follows from
induction. If x1<c, we consider two cases.
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Case 1,  pi=1 xi<1. We can increase x1 slightly to get another feasible
solution which increases the value of the objective function.
Case 2,  pi=1 xi=1. Let i be the largest index such that xi>0 and let
==min[xi , c&x1]. Then (x1+=, x2 , ..., xi&1 , xi&=, 0, ..., 0) is also a
feasible solution, which, by (1), increases the value of the objective
function. K
As in [6], we will also make use of the generalized Riemann Zeta func-
tion
‘(#, k0)= :
kk0
k&#.
In particular, the following bound for ‘(2.5, 4) will be used without explicit
reference:
‘(2.5, 4)<0.101.
3. THE MAIN THEOREM
Now we are ready to prove the following main theorem.
Theorem 1. Let (G, C) be a circuit graph with n vertices and let
e, f # E(C). Let :=0.4, #=1:=2.5, and ;1>;2>;3>;4 be defined by
;1=13, ;2 ;1=(11.3)0.4, ;3;2=(12)0.4, ;4 ;2=(13)0.4.
(a) If G is 3-connected, then G has a cycle through e of length at least
;1 n:+1.
(b) If G is not 3-connected, then G has a cycle through e of length at
least ;2n:+1.
(c) If G is 3-connected, then G has a cycle through e and f of length
at least ;3n:+2.
(d) If G is not 3-connected, then G has a cycle through e and f of
length at least ;4n:+2.
Proof. The four parts are proved simultaneously by induction on n.
Since (13) 90.4+2<3, the four parts hold trivially if n9. So we assume
n10 and proceed to the inductive step.
(a) Since (13)(498)0.4+1<5, it follows from Lemma 3(b) that (a)
holds for G if n498. So we can assume n499. By Lemma 2, G has a
Tutte cycle T through e such that each component of G&T has less than
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n2 vertices. Let H1 , H2 , ..., Hk be the bridges of T and V(Hi ) & V(T )=
[ui , vi , wi ]. Let |V(Hi )|=min+3 and assume without loss of generality
that 12m1m2 } } } mk . For 1ik, define H i =Hi +[uivi , vi wi ,
wi ui ]. It is clear that each H i is 3-connected and planar. Let G$ be the
graph obtained from G by replacing each bridge Hi with a vertex hi and
three edges hiui , hi vi , hiwi . Then G$ is also 3-connected and planar. By
Lemma 4(b), for each t with 5tk, G$ has a cycle C$ through e and at
least W (t+2)3X vertices from [h1 , h2 , ..., ht]. Assume without loss of
generality that for each vertex hi in C$, uihi and vihi are contained in C$.
Now apply induction to each circuit graph H i &wi to get a cycle Ci
through ui vi with length at least ;2(min):+1. Replacing each path ui hivi
on C$ with the path Ci &ui vi , we get a cycle in G through e of length at
least
;2 :
hi # V(C$)
(min):+1W (t+2)3X ;2(mtn):+1.
By Lemma 3(b), G$ has a cycle through e, h1 , h2 , h3 . Using the same
argument as above, we get a cycle in G through e of length at least
;2((m1 n):+(m2 n):+(m3 n):)+1.
If (a) does not hold for G, then it follows that
m:1+m
:
2+m
:
3;1 ;2 , (2)
and
m:t W (t+2)3X&1 (;1;2), for each t5. (3)
Also
|V(T )|=n& :
k
i=1
min<;1n:+1,
and hence
:
k
i=1
mi >1&;1 n:&1&n&11&(13) 499&0.6&1499>0.98. (4)
Let xi =m:i for 1i3, and let
fa=x#1+x
#
2+5x
#
3+(;1 ;2)
# :
t8
W (t+2)3X&#
=x#1+x
#
2+5x
#
3+3.9‘(#, 4).
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It follows from (2)(4) that
fa :
k
i=1
mi >0.98, (5)
x1+x2+x3;1 ;2 , (6)
and
(12):x1x2x30. (7)
Since fa is a convex function, its maximum value over a polytope is
achieved at one of the extreme points of the polytope. (See, for example,
[12, Corollary 32.3.4].) The polytope defined by (6) and (7) has ( 53)=10
possible extreme points which are discussed below.
x1=x2=(12):. This violates (6) and x30, and excludes the three
possibilities x3=x2 , x3=;1 ;2&x1&x2 , or x3=0.
x1=(12):, x2=x3=(;1;2&x1)2. At this extreme point,
fa=12+6(;1 ;2&(12):)#2#+3.9‘(2.5, 4)<0.98.
x1=(12):, x3=0, x2=0 or x2=;1 ;2&x1 . At both extreme points,
fa12+(;1 ;2&(12):)#+3.9‘(2.5, 4)<0.98.
x1=x2=x3=;1 (3;2). At this extreme point,
fa=1.3_7(13)2.5+3.9‘(2.5, 4)<0.98.
x1=x2=;1 (2;2), x3=0. At this extreme point,
fa=1.3_2(12)2.5+3.9‘(2.5, 4)<0.98.
x1=;1;2 , x2=x3=0. This violates x1(12):.
x1=x2=x3=0. At this extreme point,
fa=3.9‘(2.5, 4)<0.98.
In summary, the maximum value of fa over the polytope defined by (6) and
(7) is less than 0.98, which contradicts (5). Hence (a) holds for G.
(b) Let’s call a 2-separation (H, K) of G minimal if e # E(H) and
there is no 2-separation (H$, K$) of G such that e # E(H$) and E(H$)/
E(H).
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Let (H1 , K1) be a minimal 2-separation of G with e # E(H1) and V(H1 & K1)
=[u1 , v1], and let G1 be the graph obtained from G by replacing K1 with
an edge u1v1 (and deleting multiple edges). If G1 is not 3-connected, then
G1 contains a minimal 2-separation (H2 , K2) with e # E(H2) and
V(H2 & K2)=[u2 , v2] and let G2 be the graph obtained from G1 by replacing
K2 with an edge u2v2 . Repeat this process until the final graph G p=G0 is
3-connected. It is easy to see that K1 , K2 , ..., Kp form a cyclic sequence
around C (not necessarily in this particular order). For each 1ip, let
V(Hi ) & V(C)=[ui , vi ]. Let Gi =Ki +uivi and |V(Ki )|=min for 1ip,
and assume without loss of generality that m1m2 } } } mp0. Also let
|V(G0)|=m0 n. We note  pi=0 min>n and hence
:
p
i=0
mi >1. (8)
Using (d) inductively, we obtain a cycle in H1+u1v1 through e and u1v1
of length at least
;4((1&m1) n+2):+2.
Using (b) inductively, we obtain a cycle in K1+u1v1 through u1v1 of length
at least
;2(m1 n):+1.
Putting these two cycles together, we obtain a cycle in G through e of
length at least
;4((1&m1) n):+;2(m1n):+1. (9)
Noting that the function
g(x)=(;4 ;2)(1&x):+x:
is concave down in [0, 1], and g(0.09)>1, we have g(m1)1 when
0.09m11. It follows from (9) that (b) holds for G if m10.09.
Now assume that (b) does not hold for G. It follows from the previous
paragraph that
0mp } } } m2m10.09. (10)
For each 1ip, (b) guarantees a cycle in Gi through ui vi of length at
least
;2(min):+1.
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Putting these cycles together with C in an obvious way, we obtain a cycle
in G through e of length at least
;2 :
p
i=1
(mi n):+1.
Hence
:
p
i=1
m:i 1. (11)
Using (a) inductively, we obtain a cycle in G0 through e of length at least
;1(m0 n):+1
and this extends to a cycle in G through e of length at least
;1(m0 n):+1.
Hence
m:0;2 ;1 . (12)
Let xi =m:i for each 1ip, and let fb=
p
i=0 x
#
i . It follows from
(10)(12) and Lemma 5(b) that
fb(;2 ;1)#+2_0.09+(1&2_0.09:)#0.98,
which contradicts (8).
(c) Since ;3_498:+2<5, it follows from Lemma 3(a) that (c)
holds if n498. So we can assume n499. By Lemma 2, G has a Tutte
cycle T through e and f. Let H1 , H2 , ..., Hk be the bridges of T and let
|V(Hi )|=min+3. Assume without loss of generality that m1
m2 } } } mk . Using Lemma 3(a) and the same argument as in the proof
of (a), we obtain a cycle in G through e and f of length at least
;2((m1 n):+(m2 n):)+2.
Using Lemma 4(a) and the same argument as in the proof of (a), we
obtain, for each 5tk, a cycle in G through e and f of length at least
W (t+1)3X ;2(mt n):+2.
If (c) does not hold for G, it follows that
:
k
i=1
mi=(n&|V(T )| )n>1&(13) 499&0.6&2499>0.98, (13)
m:1+m
:
2;3 ;2 , (14)
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and
m:t W (t+1)3X
&1 (;3;2), for each 5tk. (15)
Let xi =m:i , for 1i2, and let
fc=x#1+7x
#
2+(;3 ;2)
# :
t9
W (t+1)3X&#=x#1+7x
#
2+3(;3 ;2)
# ‘(#, 4).
It follows from (13)(15) that
fc :
k
i=1
mi >0.98, (16)
and
x1+x2;3 ;2 , x1x20. (17)
The polytope defined by (17) has three extreme points:
(0, 0), (;3 ;2 , 0), (;3 (2;2), ;3(2;2)).
The maximum value of fc is achieved at the extreme point (;3 2;2 , ;32;2)
which is
(;3 ;2)# (82#+3‘(2.5, 4))<0.9.
This contradicts (16).
(d) Suppose G has a 2-separation (H, K) such that e # E(H) and
f # E(K). Letting [u, v]=H & K and applying (a) inductively, we get a
cycle in H+uv through e and uv of length at least ;4 |V(H$)| :+2, and a
cycle in K+uv through f and uv of length at least ;4 |V(K$)|:+2. Putting
the two cycles together yields a cycle in G through e and f of length at least
;4( |V(H)|n+|V(K)|:)+2;4( |V(H)|+|V(K)| ):+2
;4n:+2.
So we can assume that G has no 2-separation that separates e from f. We
say a 2-separation (H, K) of G is minimal if e, f # E(H) and there is not
other 2-separation (H$, K$) of G with e, f # E(H$)/E(H). As in part (b),
we decompose G into a 3-connected planar graph G0 containing e and f
and a sequence of circuit graphs G1 , G2 , ..., Gp around C. Let |V(Gi )|=min
for 0ip. Then
m0+ :
p
i=1
mi >1. (18)
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Applying (c) inductively, we obtain a cycle in G0 through e and f of length
at least
;3(m0 n):+2,
which extends to a cycle in G through e and f of length at least
;3(m0 n):+2. (19)
Applying (b) inductively to each Gi and using the same argument as in the
proof of (b), we obtain a cycle in G through e and f of length at least
;2 :
p
i=1
(mi n):+2. (20)
Suppose that (d) does not hold for G. Setting xi =m:i for 0ip, it
follows from (18)(20) that
x#0+ :
p
i=1
x#i >1, (21)
x0<;4 ;3 , (22)
:
p
i=1
xi<;4 ;2 . (23)
It follows from (22), (23) and Lemma 4(a) that
x#0+ :
p
i=1
x#i <(;4 ;3)
#+(;4;2)#=23+13=1,
which contradicts (21). This completes the proof of the theorem. K
Corollary 1. Let (G, C) be a circuit graph with n vertices and let
u, v # V(C). Then G has a path from u to v of length at least ;4n0.4, where
;4 is the constant defined in Theorem 1.
Proof. Let P1 and P2 be the two paths on C from u to v. Let G$ be the
graph obtained from G by adding a new vertex w and adding edges from
w to all vertices on P1 , and let C$=P2+uw+vw. Then (G$, C$) is a circuit
graph (cf. [8, Lemma 2]). By Theorem 1(d), G$ has a cycle through uw, vw
of length at least ;4n0.4+2, which yields a path in G from u to v of length
at least ;4n0.4. K
Now we extend our results to a larger class of graphs. An annulus graph
is a triple (G, C1 , C2) such that:
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1. G is a 2-connected planar graph;
2. C1 and C2 are cycles of G;
3. there is an embedding of G in the plane with both C1 and C2
bounding faces;
4. if (H, K) is a 2-separation in G, then C1 _ C23 H and
C1 _ C2 3 K.
Circuit graphs are special cases of annulus graphs where C1=C2 .
Conversely, if (G, C) is a circuit graph and C$ is a face boundary of an
embedding of G in which C also bounds a face, then (G, C, C$) is an
annulus graph. (See [4] for more details about annulus graphs.)
Theorem 2. Let (G, C1 , C2) be an annulus graph and e # E(C1). Then G
has a cycle through e of length at least (16) n0.4+1.
Proof. If C1 and C2 are vertex disjoint, then there are two vertex-
disjoint paths P1 , P2 from C1 to C2 . Let V(P1) & V(C1)=v1 and V(P2) &
V(C1)=v2 . P1 and P2 decompose G into two circuit graphs G1 and G2 .
Assume without loss of generality that e # E(G1). If |V(G1)|n4, apply
Theorem 1(b) to G1 to obtain a cycle in G through e of length at least
;2(n4)04+1>(16) n0.4+1. If |V(G1)|<n4, apply Corollary 1 to G2 to
obtain a path in G2 from v1 to v2 of length at least ;4(3n4)0.4. This path
together with C1 & G1 yields a desired cycle in G.
If V(C1) & V(C2) is a single vertex v. Then there is path from C1&v to
C2&v. This path and v decompose G into two circuit graphs which can be
treated similarly as above.
If V(C1) & V(C2)=[v1 , v2 , ..., vp] for p2. Assume that v1 , v2 , ..., ep lie
on C1 in this clockwise order. Then G is decomposed into graphs
G1 , G2 , ..., Gp with vi , vi+1 # V(Gi ) (assuming vp+1=v1). Each Gi is either
a circuit graph or a single edge vivi+1 . Since (16) n0.4+1<3 for n100,
Theorem 2 holds trivially if n100. So we assume n>100. We can also
assume without loss of generality that e # E(G1). If |V(G1)|<n4, apply
Theorem 1(b) to G1 to get a desired cycle in G. If |V(G1)|<n4, then for
2ip, apply Corollary 1 to get a path in Gi from vi to vi+1 of length at
least ;1 |V(Gi )| 0.4. (If Gi is a single edge, then Pi =vivi+1 has length
1>;420.4.) Putting these paths together with C1 & G1 , we obtain a cycle in
G through e of length at least
;4 :
p
i=2
|V(Gi )0.4|+1;4 \ :
p
i=2
|V(gi )|+
0.4
+1
;4(3n4)0.4+1
(16) n0.4+1. K
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Since any 3-connected graph embeddable in the projective plane, the
torus, or the Klein bottle has a spanning subgraph which is an annulus
graph (cf. [4]), we have the following
Corollary 2. Let G be a 3-connected graph with n vertices which is
embeddable in the projective plane, the torus or the Klein bottle. Then G has
circumference at least (16) n0.4+1.
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